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Eliminate threats 
before they cause harm.

Costly to operate and slow to scale, resource-heavy Security
Information and Event Management (SIEM) infrastructure 
and tools have become obstacles to modern digital 
transformation. With growing volumes of data strain, and 
alert fatigue hitting all-time highs the limits of on-premises 
systems and managing those same systems create a huge 
operational burden for Security teams.

That’s why Microsoft developed Azure Sentinel, a fully 
cloudnative SIEM designed to serve all four aspects of 
security operations.

Microsoft Sentinel is your birds-eye view across the 
enterprise. Putting the cloud and large-scale intelligence from 
decades of Microsoft security experience to work. Microsoft 
Sentinel makes your threat detection and response smarter 
and faster with Artificial Intelligence (AI).

Built on Microsoft Azure, a leading public cloud platform, 
Microsoft Sentinel eliminates infrastructure and 
management complexity. It scales readily to meet your 
organisation’s dynamic needs. Microsoft Sentinel offers tools 
for all members of your security team, maximising their skills 
with intelligent, role-based tools. And, it empowers you with 
insights from Microsoft’s global security operations.

The Key Features

Collect:

Collect data at cloud scale – across 
all users, devices, applications and 
infrastructure, both on-premises and 
in multiple clouds.

Detect:

Detect previously uncovered threats and 
minimise false positives using analytics 
and unparalleled threat intelligence 
from Microsoft.

Investigate:

Investigate threats with AI and 
proactively hunt suspicious activities 
at scale, tapping into decades of 
cybersecurity work at Microsoft.
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Start your Sentinel journey with Fitzrovia IT

Improve threat protection with AI

Secure your entire enterprise

Lower cost than traditional SIEM

Free storage and analysis for Office 365 data

The benefits of Microsoft Sentinel

Gain access to Microsoft’s shared insights

Respond:

Respond to incidents rapidly with 
built-in orchestration and automation 
of common tasks.

Powerful AI built in. Tools for every role. Unlimited scalability.
Virtually no infrastructure investment. A complete SIEM solution.




